Westall interviews Zelenko 3.20.22
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10:00. Initial discussion includes "Pfizer's lies". 10:40 "...Pfizer has no credibility...is a company that single-handedly has
um laid carnage to, to the World through its ah poison death shot... Albert Bourla [Pfizer CEO] called Israel biggest
laboratory in the World...>
horrific death...and side effect profile...different products in different concentrations...not uniform...some lot numbers
were 5000% more lethal than others...50x...same amount will kill fifty [as killed one in other
lots]...seems...premeditated...who gets the most lethal lots >
[red states]... 13:35 ...I have to make an announcement to the World. I got some very high-level intel that Albert Bourla
and his company and his connections to the underworld....are planning to assassinate doctors, like me. I'm on top of the
list...those that are pushing >
free hospital treatment...we are completely undermining their agenda...audacity to take care of their patients...true
evil...If I'm assassinated - which I've gotten plenty of death threats...I have multiple dead-men switches...release of
information...immediately...the knowledge>
doesn't die...global movement...will rise up...credible threat...what is important is how we live...NWO is nothing more
than the Old World Order...I'm not an apologist for Jews, and I'm not a supporter of antisemites...we're all works in
progress...22:30... I will never speak >
about your religion, it's not my role. I'll speak about my religion...22:35 ...many of the monsters that are behind the
Globalists, or behind the most horrific movements in history...they were all founded by wayward Jews...went away from
their G_D given task and used their >
potential to squander and create...evil...not the only ones. Plenty of bad people in every group. I am not an apologist for
Jews that are bad...However to all the antisemites... don't use this as an opportunity to pounce and exude your hatred.
At least I have some degree of >
honesty to look into my own people and say, and criticize them...by the way, out of love for my people. 23:39 I would
say 90% of the Jewish leadership is corrupt and you see...that came out in this pandemic, right...most of the synagogues
you couldn't go there unless you had a >
vaccine... [Westall - that was the same with Christians too...everyone...]... 24:10 ...Jews have always been the scapegoat
for, uh, the agendas of bad people. Like the blood libels...24:25 ...I really like my matzo, but it's without the blood of
non-Jewish kids. {Seems something>
was missing/spliced here] ...Do you know many millions of people were killed because of that concept?.... 29:50 ....FDA
gave an internal presentation to its scientists which was meant to be secret...was leaked...slide 16... October 2020 FDA
listed all the side effects of this >
vaccine...100% correlation...unholy um alliance, evil sharing of the bed...evidence of premeditated 1st degree mass
murder... war crimes...charged...if they're found guilty...all executed...32:38 [Westall ...Do you think that we have a
Justice System that's capable of doing this or are will still broken? Is our Country and the World so broken...]..."

Westall pressed "Khazarian" and uses it in the title of the webcast - but seems that > is a trope?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khazars "...Linguistic and genetic studies have >not supported the theory of a Khazar
connection to Ashkenazi Jewry. The theory still finds occasional support, but most scholars view it with considerable
skepticism.[23][19] The theory is sometimes associated with antisemitism[24] and anti-Zionism.[25]..."

